WebCT-based HW/Math

Computerized Homework Assignment Grading System

Required.
1) Math – The second math quiz is not available to you until you have gotten a perfect score on the first math quiz.
2) HW
   a) The homeworks are not available until you finish all the warm-ups and the FCI.
   b) You complete assigned HW problems of a chapter on the syllabus before you attempt to submit your answer. You need your textbook, a calculator and your solutions in formula form.

WebCT:
Web-based HW grading system

Math Warm-up Quiz (10 non-calculus quizzes) → Math Quizzes

- Web- based HW grading system
  http://faculty.physics.tamu.edu/kamon/phys218/class/

WebCT - Problems

1) Login problem: this is a known problem with communication between campus databases (not a WebCT problem). You should click on the Request Assistant button on webct.tamu.edu. Or you can go to the Open Access Lab or Student Computing Center.
2) Slow: this is because of a WebCT server. A new (and faster) server has been ordered. The slowness causes a time-out problem when you submitted quizzes or homeworks.